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Courtney Case, the Australian detective solves the case of what happened to a football that was
kicked on the school yard. It went up to the roof, but now it isn't there! The ball is nowhere to be
found.How can Courtney figure out what happened to the football, or did it really escape into the
Bermuda Triangle?Read this sixth book in the exciting Courtney Case Mystery Series.Ages 7 to
10Chapter bookReading level: 3.2



Courtney Caseand the Missing FootballWritten by Jeannie MeekinsIllustrated by A.T. DavidsonA
LearningIsland.comMystery Chapter BookEditor: Caitlind AlexanderPictures copyrighted by A.T.
DavidsonLearningIsland.com(c) Copyright 2017. Jeannie Meekins. All rights reserved.Published
by LearningIsland.com.This e-book is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This e-book
may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with
another person, please purchase an additional copy for each recipient. If you're reading this
book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, please purchase your
own copy from any of several online e-book stores. Thank you for respecting the hard work of
this author.Courtney Case and the Missing Football / Jeannie MeekinsSummary: The fearless
young detective Courtney Case takes on the mystery of the football that went missing from the
school yard. Can she find it?1. Mystery. Juvenile Literature.Words: 5344Reading Level: 3.2Ages
7 to 12.Table of ContentsNote to AmericansChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeChapter
FourChapter FiveChapter SixAbout the AuthorBack to TopNote to AmericansHi, this is Courtney
Case and I live in Australia. This book is about me and it takes place in Australia.Because of
that, the spelling of some words may seem a bit strange to you. Words that end in IZE in
America often end in ISE in Australia (such as fossilise and realise). Tires is spelled tyres, color
is spelled colour, and lots of other little things.We also say some things a bit differently, like
Maths instead of math, runners instead of sneakers, biscuits instead of cookies, and torch
instead of flashlight. We also say things like over the road instead of across the street.On top of
that, we use the metric system in Australia, as they do in most of the rest of the world. You
Americans have a strange measuring system. To help you out, I've been kind enough to translate
most of the measurements for you. Just remember, a metre is about 39 of your inches, so just a
little more than three feet. And a kilometre is 1.6 miles.It shouldn't be too hard for you Americans
to understand the differences in words and changes. Just give it a try!
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